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Should priests be allowed to get married
People must understand that the abuse of

Dublin,New York,Rome Italy, , 04.09.2016, 18:08 Time

USPA NEWS - People must understand that the abuse of children is not only done by priests the abuse of children can be done by the
child's parents. father or mother, teachers, social workers, police officers, and the list goes on. But because of the high profile situation,

within the church it is very easy to condemn or place blame on the church or religious organisation in order to get a certain satisfaction
and basically feel the seats.

The church has been True lots in recent years, where it concerns abuse, the abuse was committed at the hands of individuals,
individuals who decided to basically take the side of evil and act on that evil.

There is one thing I do know for certain that in the certainties and uncertainties of life that certain infections can grow in the body no
matter what you Fight a infection with there is always a small piece of that infection remaining dormant in order to show its head at any
given time as far as the church is concerned at this moment in time the fight goes on against any infection that may show itself in any
way,there is the a number of things the Church is doing in order to fight against anything that may show its head in the form of evil
,safeguards for child protection is in each every parish around the world.

The second part of the question should priests be allowed to get married very easy for people to say yes Priests should allow to get
married, the abuse of children has nothing to do with priests being single.

As i said above it is not only within the priesthood, it is an evil act that is in everyday life, also people must understand that if the Pope,
said yes tomorrow the only priests who could get married would be diocesan priests,priests who belong to a religious orders like the
Franciscans, Benedictines, Jesuits, or any other orders etc could not get married because they are obedient to their provincial and
follow the rules of the founder of the religious order.

Remember the next time that's abuse is not only the problem of one organisation its the problem of a lot of different circumstances it is
not only confined the priesthood it is an evil act,infects its way into everyday life with single people. married people.parents. nurses.
doctors. social workers. police officers. judges. all walks of life it's an infection that knows no bounds and no barriers.
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